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ABSTRACf: This paper describes the background to the development of a Ie'" facility and associated methods for measuring the four-pole 

parameteI'O of vibration isolators under.ervice conditions. The experimental methods of measuring the four-pole parameters (}fpassiveand 

active vibration isolakml are discUS£ed. Improvements to tbe mcasw-ement techniques arc outlined, and implemented in a t""trig capable of 

testingp.,,"ive,semi.possive and active vibration isolators with feedback contml. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Vibration isolators arc important vihration control elements 
used in industrial, maritime and military applications. For 
exlUllple, the control of vibration and structure borne noise 
transmission is of paramount importance in naval surface 
ships and submarines to decrease the probability of detection 
by unfriendly sonar receivers. The acoustic signature 
management of naval vessels at frequencies up to about 2 kHz 
is crucial, and of particular coucern are the longitudinal 
standing waves that occur in the rubber elements of vibration 
isolators. These standing WlIveS significantly reduce the 
eifel::tivencss of the vibration isolators and may cause an 
unwllllted increase in thc radiated underwater noise. 

The dynamic properties of a vibration isolator primarily 
depend upon its exciting frequency and amplitude, static load 
and temperature. Thus ils properties should be measured over 
an appropriatc frequency range and under its aervice load and 
temperature. 

2, METIIODS OF MEASURING THE 
FOUR-POLE PARAMETERS 

The fout-pole parameters may be used to describe the 
dynamic performance ofa vibration isolator [IJ. A vibration 
isolator may be dynamically represented as a pseudo·linear 
system, wherc the dynamic force and velocity at its input are 
denoted by Fl' and VI' respectively, and the dynamic forec and 
velocity at its output by Fz' aud V2' respectively. Complex 
numbers are represented with the supersr:ript ., and real 
numbers are not superscripted. Let u ll ', u u ', u,!]' and Ilzz' 
denote the four-pole parameters, which are complex, time 
invariant functions of the frequency. The fuur-pole pal1\llletcrs 
aredefinedby 

(I) 

Vibration isolators may be passive, semi-active or active. 
Passive vibrntion isolators have only passive elements, semi
active vibration isolators have passive aud active elements, 
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and active vibration isolators have only active elements. A 
passive element includes a resilient material such as a rubber, 
metal spring, cork, felt or air-bag. An active element 
incorporates an actuator designed to supply a dynamic force in 
rcsponse to the signal from a controller, which may operate on 
the feedback or fcedforward principle. Hansen and Snyder [21 
describe various actuators, including pueumatic, proof mass, 
electrodynamic, electromagnetic, magnetostrictive, shape 
memory alloy, piezoelectric (electrostrictive) and 
electrorheological fluid types. 

2.1. Passive vibl'lltionillolators 

Passive vibration isolators are bi-directioual in nature. 
Assuming that Rayleigh's reciprocity theorem in the fonn of 
Maxwell's reciprocal deflections theorem applies to the 
resilient element of a passive vibration isolator, it may be 
~hov.m that [1] 

(2) 

An experimentally convenient arrangement has the 
vibration isolator with a blocked output. This yields 

a,:· ~:I 
F;l~ ..... 

a,:_V') 
F.!v;=. 

Equation (2) yields 

(3) 

(4) 

a",=a,,'a,,:-l (5) 

a" 
2.1.1. Symmetrical vibration isolators 

Symmetrical vibration isolators are defmed as those that 
behave the same if their input and output cnds are 
interchanged. For such a vibration isolator it may be shown 
that [3] 

(6) 
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Therefore the fouT-pole parameters of a symmetrical 
vibration isolator may be determined by measuring the illJlut 
force, input velocity and output force of the blocked vibration 
isolator, and applying equations (3) to (6) [3]. 

2_1.1_ Asymmetrical vibration isolators 

Asymmetrical vibration isolatoTli are those vibration isolatoTli 
that do not behave the same if the input and output ends are 
interchanged_ For asymmetrical vibration isolators, equation 
(6) is no longer valid and so additional infonnation mllSt bc 
obtained. This is nonnally been done by reversing the 
vibration isolator in the rest rig so that its input and output 
ends are interchanged [4]. Consider this reversed 
configuration and denote the input force and velocity by Flit 
and V,R' respectively, and the output furce and velocity F2R' 
and V21t respectively. Equation (i) then becomes 

[F,;] [a,. ",;][F,;] (7) 
V,; '" a,,' all' V'H' 

For the blocked situation, V 21/' '" 0 and so from equation (7), 

aZl'=~v,"._o (8) 

(9) 

Equation (8) provides the additional relationship to determine 
0.)2', and equation (9) may be used to experimentally check 
the value of a 2l -. This technique is called the blocked reversal 
method, and requires the measurement of the input force, 
input velocity and output force of the blocked vibration 
isolator in its nonnal and reversed configurations 

The rcveTlial technique may also be applied to the 
unblocked situation, where V2' '" 0 and V ZR' '" O. For this 
unblocked situation, equations (I), (2) and (7) may be 
combined to give [5], 

a,; = ~:~,:: :;,::~:, (1O) 

all' = F,'-:,!,-v,' , (11) 

md 

a,; = F,' +;.,,-VI • (12) 

(13) 

This technique is called thc unblocked reversal method, and 
requires the measurement of the input force and velocity, and 
output force and velocity of the unblocked vibration isolator in 
ill; nonnal and reversed configurations. 

The blocked reversal method is expcrimentally simpler 
than the unblocked revenlal method, because it does not 
require the measurement of the output velocity. These 
methods of reversing the vibration isolator in the test rig 
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88sume that the vibration isolator is bi-directional and may be 
operated with its input and ontput ends interchanged. 

2.2. Attive vibration Isolators 

Generally vibration isolatonl incorporating some form of 
active feedback control are examples of uni-directional 
vibration isolatonl. A vibration isolator is defined to be uni
directional if it operates in only one direction and 
interchanging its input and output ends is inadmissible. The 
methods described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 cannot be used 
ifthe vibration isolator is uni-.directional. 

Feedback systems may be described in tenus of the four
pole parameters, provided that the feedback signal may be 
expressed as a linear function of the input or outpnt forces or 
velocitics of the active vibration isolator. Feedforward systems 
do not have such linear relationships, and consequently are not 
amenable to four-pole parameter characterisation. 

The requirement is to measure the four-pole parameters of 
a uni-directional vibration isolator that may be symmetrical or 
asymmetrical, under static load. It is assumed that the 
vibration isolator has pseudo-linear dynamic operation at and 
neaT its operating point, i,e. equation (1) may be considered to 
be valid. Equation (2) is derived from Maxwell's reciprocal 
deflections theorem and applies fur passive elements. It 
therefore cannot be assumed to be true for an active vibration 
isolator. Equation (6) is only true for symmetrical vibration 
isolatorn. Therefore the constraining equations (2) and (6) 
cannot be applied in this situation. 

DickellS and Norwood proposed the two lIlRSS method for 
measuring the four-pole parameters of uni-directional 
vibration isolators [6]. They showed that the method may be 
regarded as a universal testing method, and applicable to 
symmetrical, allymmetrical, uni-directional and hi-directional 
vibration isolators. Dickens presented experimental data for a 
uni-directionalasynnnetrical vibration isolator (7]. 

The two mass method measures the input and output forces 
and velocities of the unblocked vibration isolator with its 
output terminated by two different mobilities. The test 
conf1gurations are identical except for the output terminations, 
and produce two sets of data. The data is then used to 
determine the four-pole parameters of the vibration isolator. 
Let the two output terminations have mobilities of and 
H2b and let the corresponding furces and be 
respectively denoted by the second subscripts 1 and 2. It may 
be shown that the four-pole parameters are given by [6] 

(14) 

By definition, the mobility equations are 

V,,' ""H,,'F,/ (is) 

V,; = H,~· F,; 
(16) 
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Substituting equ.ltion~ ( \5) and (16) into equation (14) gives 

o IF,,"] 
1l,,~F,,- ~:: (17) 

-F,: v,,' 

["',"] [-H,;F,; 0 
all' t F,; 0 

a,,: - y: 0 -11,;:;,' 
a" " F" 

t:,- - F,,'F,,:~,,' -Hn') (18) 

Clearly forequalion (14) to be validt:,· .. 0, which implies that 
the outputs cannot be fl'C<l and the two output tenninations 
cannot be equal. Dickens and NoIWOOd implemented the 
method by using two different blocking masses in the 
vibration isolator te81 rig [6J 

3, PREVIOUS WORK 
This Section reviews the work undertaken previous to thc 
AMRL studie~, which are covered in Section 4, 

After their introduction to the analysis 01" dynamic 
mechanical systems by Molloy [ Ij, the four-pole parameters 
have been applied to vibration isolation by other rese-lrehers, 
Snowdon [3, 8, 4], Veit [9]. Klyukin [10] lermed trdnsfer 
matrix, Meltzer and MelliS-Thiel [5], Vakakis [I I J, Jacobsen 
and Ohlrich [12]. Norwood [13J, Hixson [14], Ha et al [15J, 
Easwaran et al [16] and Ila and Kim [17J. Of these 
researchers, Molloy, Snowdon, Vakakis, Hixson and Easv."lIT3o 
el al gave theoretical studies with no cxperim~mal work. Ha 
and Kim presented a theoretical investigation with 
experimental results for a beam structure. Snowdon [4J 
rer.".red to experimental work by Schlos> [18J. The remaining 
researchers and Schloss [18] gave results of experiments that 
were all conducted at the ambient tempcramrcs, and arc 
discU5s~d in the following pardgraphs. 

Veil [9] investigated the sound tr~nsmi ssion attenuation 
Through the liquid and walls of compensators, which are 
rubber bellows for coupling together pipes, He showed 
experimental plots of the magnitudes of the four-pole 
parameters O,'CT the approximate frequency range from 100 
HztoJkHz. 

Klyukin [10] presented experimental data of the foree 
transmissibilities of vibration isolahm; over the frequency 
range from 60 Hz to 5.44 kHz, in the form of octave bands 

Suowdon [4] proposed that the teSTing apparatus of 
Schloss [18] he utilised to measure the four-pole parameters of 
vibration isolaTOrs, and is discussed in S~ction 4 

Meltzer and ~e1zig-"]bicl [5J used a test rig that could 
measure the four-pol e parameters of a small vibration isolator 
at static loads up to I kN. Their Jrequency rang~ of interest 
was up to I kHz and they preseuted data for a vibration 
isolalor over the approximate frequeocy range from 70 liz to 
1.25 kHz. 

Jacobsen and Ohlrich [12] tested a small vibration isolator 
by assuming that il~ dynamic properties were negligibly 
affectcd by static load, and consequent ly used the 
experimentally artractive method of a free [mtput (3J. They 
presented plots of the four-pole parameters all', Ht2'and 
(121' jo third octave bands fmm 40 Hz to 12.5 kHz, and 8tat~d 
that the data were not reliable at high frequencies 

Norwood [13J measured lhe characteristics of a smaiL 
unloaded vibration isolator ovcr the frequcncy range from 4 
Hz to 3 kHz, and presented them ill narrow-haud plots of the 
magnitudes of the fOUT-pOIe parameters. 

Ha et al [15J investigaled the vibration transmission from 
the engine through the body 10 the steering whed of a car. 
Th")' presented plots of the magnitude of the rouT-polc 
parameter (12 1' over the frequency range from 0 to 50 Hz. 

In summary, only Meltzer aod Melzig-Ibicl [5] have 
presented results of the four-pole parameters for STatically 
loaded vibration isolators. They presented data for a small 
vibration isolator of rubber mass 56 g over the approximate 
fTequency range from 70 Hz to 1.25 kJb: 

4. AMRL STUDIES 
To inveSTigate vibration isolators used for naval applications. it 
was nc«ssary for AMRL to develop a vibration isolator tesl 
faci li ty that was capable of measuring the four-pole 
parameters of statically loaded large vibration isolators over 
the frequency range from 5 H~ to 2 kHz, and temperalure 
range from 10 to 6O"c. The required static I "ad~ were from I 
to 30 kN 

The literature search of SeCTion 3 indicated thaI 
~onsideration shuuld be given 10 the m<:thods used by Meltzer 
and Melzig_Thiel [5]. and proposed by Snowdon [4J using the 
testing apparatu~ of Schloss [18]. Meltzer and Mel7.ig-Thicl 
were the only researchers to measure tbe four-p"l~ parameters 
of a static ally loaded vibratioll isolator. 

Meltzer and Meb;ig-Thicl [5] used The test rig shown in 
Figure 1. Their le.sl rig transmitted the static load 10 the 
vibration isolator via the moving element of the shaker, and 
The maximum static load was I kN. Consequently their test rig 
was only suitable for small vibration isolators. HowevCT, 
AMRL wi~hed to test large vibration iso lators, and so the test 
rig of Meltzer and Melzig-Thiel WdS mlt suitable for the 
currcnlstudy. 

Schloss [181 used the test rig shov."Il in Figure 2 to mcasure 
the blocked transfer impedance and blocked driving point 
impedance of vibration isolal"" under static load. Results 
were presented over the approximate frequcn~-y Tange from 20 
Hz 102kHz for a vibration isolator under a static load of 3.6 
kN. Schloss claimed to have measurc.:l frequencies up to 5 kHz 

§ :;;t":o.;;;-. ~~iIiiIII'T~-
--,,,,,,....-,, L.- s"", Iood"U 

Figure I: Test rig of Mehrer and Melzig-Thicl, aner 1>lclw~r 
and Moh:iS-Thiel (19S0) 
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figun:2:Proposedle5lrigofSnowdon,afterSchloss(l965 ) 

and static loads up to 44 kN. His leSi rig assumed a blocked 
output and measured the input and output forces, and input 
acceleraTion. Suov ... don [4J proposed using the test rig of 
Schloss to measure (he fOl.lr-pole parameters, by also 
assuming a blocked output and measuring the input and output 
fOrces, and input accelerati,m. Th;, method of using a blochd 
output was experimentally c(ffiveniem, and con>l:qllt'ntiy the 
investigation of mtl<l'ur<lTt\~nt methods in this study began 
wilb a developmental te~1 rig that utilised a blocked output and 
measured the input and output forces, and input accekrati,m 

4.1. Developmental 'f'sl rig 

Io lirudy techniques for measuring the four-pole parameters, a 
developmental test rig "''3S initially required. It was required to 
measure dynamic forces. either indirectly or directly. The 
measurement of the direct forees of large vibration isolators at 
high frequencies is experimentally diftieult. because of the 
large vibration isolator masses and forees involved. The 
indirect method infers the lorees from other measnrements, 
and it is experimentally com'enient to detcnnine the forees by 

inertial forces calculated from acceleration 
H~ne~ the indirect method was ini tially 

in<.:orporat~d 

Thus a Ikvelopmental test rig wa, required that provided a 
blocked output and measured the indire<.:t input and outpnt 
foree" and input a<.:celemtion. Verheij [19-20) described a 
method for measuring the indirect blocked output force. He 
developed a method for determining the blocked apparent 
mass of a statically loaded vibrdtion isolator. The Institute of 
Applied PhylIics(TP1» test facility is based on Vcrheij's work 
and is capable of <.:haracterising vibration isolators oYer the 
approximate freqnency range from 20 Hz to 2 kHz with statk 
loads applied hydraulically up to 1 MN [21]. However, the 
<.:haracterisation is in terms of the apparent mass and dynamic 
stiffne's, and not the four-polo parameters. The results are 
pre:;ent~d as third-octave band plots. )lotwithstanding, the 
current study was commenced using Verheifs method of 
indirectly measuring the blocked output for~~. 

A test rig that could be made suitable by modification, was 
the test rig developed by Farquharson [22). Farquharson 
developed a test rig based on the measurement method of 
Vcrheij, and designed to measure the blocked apparent mas:s 
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and blocked transfer mobility, i.e. blocked four-pole parameter 
a21'. ofa vibration isolatorundcr static load.1l mmumred the 
indirect output force and input acccleration. No experimental 
results \\01:re presented because the commissioning results 
were unsatisfactory due to structural TCsonances and flanking 
vibration transmissions 

Ibc type of test rig uscd by S~hlo,s shown in Figure 2 is 
prouc to the same measurement prublt,ms as Farquharson's test 
rig emanating from structural resonances and flanking 
vibration transmissions. Thc parameter of concern for 
Schloss's test rig is the output lilrce. The output i, assumed to 
be blocked and the output foree is measured directly, Th~ 
machine used Sehlo,s was the screw type designed for 
quasl-staUc and woold have nunt('l"ous ligh tly damJl<'d 
modes throughout and near the frequency range of int.,,-~st 
The reaction forces transmitted by the shaker to the frdm~ of 
the test rig would ~xcite some frame modes il1 the frequency 
range of interest, which may affect the measurem~nt of the 
ontput foree. Also the reaction forces transmiUoo lrom the 
shaker may gen~rat~ a nanking vibration p;ith via the frame to 
the output force gaoge. Additionally, Sehlos~ doe, not ,pecify 
the mcthod of sup porting the test rig, and the dfect of gTOlmd 
borne vibrations on the measurement wa, not mentioned 

In the measurement of the output fo~, th~ te,t rig of 
Farquharson haci one stage of vibration isolati,m via air-hags 
located between the output forcc measuring mass and the 
frame or the test rig, which the test rig of Schlos!> did not have 
Ev~'Il so, it was found necessary to modity the test rig of 
Farquharson to reduce the effect of the structural resonances of 
thc thllne of the test rig, flanking vibrati(m lransmi~sion'i and 
the ground borne vibrations , The m(>tiification to reduc~ the 
~nect of the structural re,onance, and nanking transmissions 
was realised by supporting th~ shakers with soft vibration 
isolators supported from a s~f>arate frame to the frame 
enclosing the tcst vibration isolator. The modification tn 
reduce the effect ofthc ground borne vibrations "''''' brought 
about by mounting the test rig on a large scismi<.: rna,s 
supported on air-bags. in,tcad of the laboratory flOOT, 

The modified and improved test rig i~ termed the 
dcvelopmental test rig, and conld measure the fnur-pole 
parnmetcT80fa vibratienisoiaterundcr8Mie load [21-2S). It 
mcasured tile indirect input and output forces, and input 
acceleration, Figure 3. It could meawre up to a freqllenq' of 1 
kHz, and W"d.> excited by a pair of ,hakers with a combined 

Figure 3: SchemJlicdiagmlllofdcvolpmentalleslrig 
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force capability of 200 N [25]. Impr"vement~ to the 
measurement technique were investigated using tbe 
developmental test rig, and arc discllSsOO in SectiOllS 4.2 to 4.5 

4.2. 81lH.'king and Floating Muses 

The developmental test rig used Vcrheij's method to measure 
the output force. The blocking mass was supported on soft 
ml.HlDts, and "'"liS assurn~d to be effe~1ive ly blocked above a 
low~r frequency limit However, th~ hlocking mass still had a 
small bill measurable acceleration that could be used to 
determine the blocked output foree on the vibration isolator, 
termed the indirect output force measurement 

The limitations of the blocked ma.~' method ""-ere the 
imposition of a l"",-er frequcncy limit dependent on the modal 
behaviour of the masses, and a limit on the upper frequency 
caused by the requirement to measure a small acceleration of 
a large mass. Dickens and Norwood [6] proposed an alternate 
measuremcnt method, called the floating mass mdhod, in 
order to overcome these deficiencies. This method does not 
assume that the blocking ma~s in Fi~,'urc 3 is blocked, but 
rather considcn< it to bt: floating and conects for its velocity. 
Thc lloating mass method reduces the I""'cr fn:quency limit of 
measurements, It is therefore possible to use a lighter blocking 
mass, since the lower frequency limit is not determined by the 
hlockingmass 

4.3. Force Measurement 

The input and output forees to the ,'ibmtion isolator may be 
measured by the indirect or direct methods. The indirect input 
force is calculated by measuring the input force to the C)[citation 
ma."sandit~aece1cratiun,andthomsubtracting theinert;al fOrce 
of the cxcitation mass from its input force. The indirect output 
force is determined by measuring the acceleration of the 
blockingmassandcalculatingits;oenialfon:e. 

TIle direet force method measures the forces directly by 
transmitting the input and output forces using force 
trarusduceTS mounted in force measuring assemblies [7]. The 
inertial ell"ects of associated masses, ouch as mounting end 
plates, are accounted for by measuring their accelerations 

Dickens and NO!1Auod [24] studied the direct and indirect 
force measurements. They found that the error magnitude of 
the input foree measured indirectly was significant fur high 
frequencies, and that conversely the error magnitudc for thc 
indirect measurement of the output furce was significant for 
low frequencies. Use of the indirect measurement impo>ed a 
lower irequency limit on the input and output force 
measurement, which was primarily determined by the modal 
behaviour of the blocking mas> at low frequencies. In general, 
the melh'hl of using indirect inpllt and output force 
measnrements was inaccurate. and genenlted significant 
errors in the measured four-pole parameters. The accur"cy of 
the direct fcrce measurement was predominantly determined 
by the intnO';ic precision of the force transdlJCers, and 'was 
fundamentally mOTe accura te than the indirect method. 
Consequently, Dickens and Nonvood 'proposed the direct 
measurement of the input and output ["Tees. If the dired input 
and output forces were measured, then there was no lower 
frcqu\!l"lcy limit of measurements imposed by the modal 
bchaviourofthcmasses. 
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V<:rh~ij [20] wa, primarily cone-emed ",ith measuring the 
blocked apparent mass of the ,ibration i.>;(,lator defined as the 
output ["rce divided by the input acee1emtion, and related to 
the four-pole pardmeter . The results derived in this way were 
not significantly affected by the error in the input force, and 
were mainly affected by the errors in the blocked mass 
assumption as explained by Oickens and Norwood [6]. At 
lower frequencies it was sufficient to use this to describe the 
vibration isolator performance, but as the frequency increases 
the other four-pole parameters become important in the 
determination of the vibration isolator effectiveness. 

4.4. Correction for Velodty Erron Introduced by FOKe ' 
MCllsurlngAsscmblies 

To measure the inpu t and output direct [urees, force measuring 
assemblies were introduced ,erially into the system and .>;(, 
their effect on the modal behaviour of the system n~eded to he 
considered P l. Their effe<:t wa~ to produce inaccuracies in the 
measurement of the velO<.:ities at high fi-equencies, si"c~ the 
mca,uring accelerometers were attached to the excitation and 
blocking mass~s and nol the ends uf the vibration isolator, 
Figure 4. Thi.~ also intnhluced em>TS into the inertial force 
corrections to the direct forces, tu account for the assoc iated 
masses such as the ~nd plates of the force measuring 
assemblies 

Figure 4: Scbemalic uiagmm of vibration isolator lest rig 

To be able to measure with confidence up to 2 kHz, a 
method was required to account for these inaccuracies 
introduced into the measurement of the velocities. Tf the 
velocities wc:rc correctly measured, thl'Tl.>;(' also were the dir«t 
fcrc es .. One technique waS to actually m~aSure the 
acce1erntiOlls of the ends of the vibr,,\ion isolator. However, 
this was practically difficult because of space restrictions and 
the necessity to have large sensitive accelerometers to measure 
the.small output Illotions. 

Another approach was to scparatdy characterise the force 
measuring assemhl ies, and then correct for their influence on 
the measured velocity data. This latter approach was proposed 
and practically demonstrated by Dickens [7] . It was termed the 
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dscwhrrc 
j h(' fd(JiJtj 10 ca~"bk 01 implementing the unblocked 

l~w"al m~lh!)d ,md Ihe 1\\0 m:lSS mcthod, Sections 2.1.2 and 
\",],ra\"", ""ld\"" '" ,~rtical and inclined orientations 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

n'cd",r~ll\cnl Oflhc erulpul velocity. 
The lllGthods of mcas\lnng the four-pole parameters of 

P,l,'H'C "br.H1'1Il H,olilIOI~ are not applicable to active 
"h',IIC,\Cl ];"L'lm', A. 'H1l,lj'lelechniqucformcasuringthe 
IOL1T-polc p~r"Hldc-r, 01' d~tive vibration isolators with 

feeJb~ck "onlnol i, two m~lhod, which IIlIIY be 
reg.1rJeJ ,," ~ Cllll'er",i m~tho(1 ,lnd i, ,1Iitoble for symmetncal, 
asymmeu1caL um-(ilre<;tion,li :,nd bi-dlrectlonal Vlbrallon 
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